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Chair Morita, Chair Ito, Vice Chair Coffman, Vice Chair Har, and members of the

committees,

The Department of Business Economic Development and Tourism offers comments on

HB 1, which would direct DBEDT to develop the legislation and rules necessary to establish an

appropriate permitting process to enable the construction and operation of nuclear energy

generation facilities in Hawaii. The Department recognizes that nuclear energy is an option for

the State and provides the following comments for consideration.

The primary responsibility for overseeing nuclear power plants in the U.S. rests with the

federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission. State governments retain responsibility for regulating

the non-radiological environmental impacts of the plants, such as impacts from plant cooling,

and for assessing the role of nuclear power as part of the state's energy supply. The NRC

regulates the design, siting, construction, and operation of new commercial nuclear power

facilities in the United States.
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Currently the NRC estimates that it needs a minimum of 42 months to issue the design,

site, and construction/operation licenses required for reactor construction to begin. This 42

month timeline is based on the requirements of the Early Site Review permit and the Combined

License application. An Early Site Review requires an applicant to conduct extensive research

and analysis of the site, along with holding several public hearing throughout the assessment.

The Combined License application looks at the construction and operation of the proposed

nuclear power plant. This 42 month process is contingent on complete applications and minimal

opposition from outside interest.

Should the State move forward into nuclear power, issues that need to be addressed

include the transportation and storage of radioactive material, costs of design, and the amount of

water required to operate a power plant. In addition, additional resources will be required in the

Department of Health, the Department of Land and Natural Resources, and the State Energy

Office, among others, to permit and monitor a nuclear energy facility.

The Hawaii Clean Energy Initiative (HCEI) is focused on using Hawaii's naturally

occurring renewable resources - including wind, sun, ocean, geothermal, and bioenergy - to

supply most of Hawaii's energy needs by 2030. The focus has been on reducing Hawaii's

dependence on imported energy and bringing price stability to Hawai'i consumers. Nuclear

energy mayor may not meet these goals. As the demand for nuclear energy increases throughout

the world, it is likely that the cost of uranium will also increase. For instance between 2004 and

2007, the spot price of uranium more than quadrupled, reaching more than $140/lb before falling

sharply in the past several months to less than $80/lb. Switching from one commodity,

petroleum, subject to speculative swings to another, uranium, would not appear to effectively

address Hawaii's goal of energy independence. Should the Committee determine that an

informed and productive discussion is desirable on the role of nuclear energy in a portfolio of

energy sources for Hawaii, the Department would be willing to be involved in such a discussion.

We respectfully suggest, however, that such a discussion not detract from the intense efforts

underway to move Hawaii forward toward a clean energy future, as envisioned by HCEL

Thank you for the opportunity to offer these comments.
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In Opposition to HB I - Relating to Nuclear Energy

1 am Warren Bolhneier, Co-Chair of the Renewable Energy Working Group of the Hawaii
Energy Policy Forum ("Forum"). The Forum is comprised of46 representatives from the
electric utilities, oil and natural gas suppliers, environmental and community groups,
renewable energy industry, and federal, state and local government, including
representatives from the neighbor islands. We have been meeting since 2002 and have
adopted a common vision and mission, and a comprehensive "10 Point Action Plan," which
serves as a framework and guide for meeting our preferred energy vision and goals.

HB 1 directs the department of business, economic, development, and tourism to develop a
pennitting process for nuclear energy generation facilities in Hawaii.
The Forum takes no position at this time on the merits of nuclear energy generation
facilities in Hawaii, but generally opposes the passage of HB 1 for the following reasons:

1. Constitutional Exclusion. Constitutional provision (Article Xl, Section 8) requires a
two thirds vote in both houses of the legislature to approve a nuclear power facility.
Thus, it would appear premature to initiate a permitting process without resolving
whether or not the people of Hawaii would allow an actual nuclear power facility;

2. Hawaii Clean Energy Initiative. The state has embarked on the Hawaii Clean
Energy Initiative, which calls for 70% of our electricity by 2030 to be from clean
energy sources, such as energy efficiency and renewables. Nuclear energy is
neither; and

3. State's Limited Resources. Given the HCEI goals and its overall benefits to the
people of Hawaii and the current limited resources available to the state for work
needed to develop and produce renewable energy technologies and for energy
efficiency programs, it appears premature to proceed with the proposed permitting
process for nuclear energy generation facilities.

The Forum opposes passage of HB I for the above cited reasons and respectfully requests
that it be held in the Committees.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify.

This testimony reflects the position ofthe Forum as a whole and not necessarily ofthe
individual Forum members or their companies or organization
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January 27, 2009
TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF H.B. 1

The scarcity and cost of fossil fuels makes the development of expensive nuclear energy a
cost-effective if not essential proposition. France and Japan are leading examples of
reliance on nuclear power with minimal ill effects. At the first oil crisis in 1973, only 1% of
Japan's electricity was produced by nuclear energy. By the second oil crisis of 1979, 4%
was from nuclear; in 2000 the ratio was up to 12% and the 2010 goal is 15%. As of 2005,
Japan had 52 operating nuclear plants, 3 in construction and 8 in planning and design.
France is even more ahead: Its 59 nuclear plants produce 88% of the country's electric
power. There are about 440 nuclear power plants on the globe. France, Japan and the U.S.
combined produce over 55% of the nuclear power energy on the globe.

The advantage of nuclear power is that it produces large amounts of dependable and
easily controlled electric power like hydroelectric, coal-fired or oil-fired power plants.
Solar, wind and wave energy have huge limitations in terms of capacity and reliability;
practically all deployments are still experimental and heavily subsidized. No question that
solar, wind and wave energy will be partners for the long-term energy sustainability in
Hawaii, but they are unlikely to be the providers of the majority of the needed power.

They too have their environmental downsides such as requirements of very large areas for
deployment, major susceptibility to hurricanes and/or tsunamis, large construction costs
and all the noxious shortcomings of building, maintaining and disposing of expansive and
expensive arrays of batteries which have a rather short life span.

One advantage of compact power plants is that since they are largely self sufficient (i.e.,
they do not need a tanker to anchor by regularly to refuel the plant) they can be placed off
shore in what ocean engineers call "large floating structures." Thus, a nuclear power 'plant
can be 20 miles away into the ocean (still easily accessible) and provide electricity to Oahu
with a cable. There are undersea power plant transmission lines in excess of 40 miles.

However, this bill is not about building nuclear power plants. This bill simply provides a
way for us to take the blindfolds off and begin to address the real issues of Hawaii
sustainability, twenty or more years into the future. This bill will allow us to begin
assessing the potential and work towards answers to questions, issues and challenges of
nuclear energy in Hawaii.

Panos D. Prevedouros, PhD
Professor of Civil Engineering
Deparhnent of Civil Engineering
University of Hawaii at Manoa
TEL: (808)-956-9698, FAX: -5014
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HB1, Relating to Nuclear Energy

HOUSE COMMITTEES ON ENERGY & ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION and
WATER, LAND, & OCEAN RESOURCES

Thursday, January 29, 2009
Room: 325

10:00 a.m.

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) OPPOSES HB1, which would
direct the Department of Business, Economic Development and
Tourism (DBEDT) to develop a permitting process for nuclear
energy generator facilities in Hawai'i.

OHA acknowledges that electricity can be safely produced from
nuclear power generator facilities under a strict regulatory
structure and oversight authority. HBl calls for DBEDT to begin
a permitting process, which we believe is premature prior to the
formation of a permitting regulatory structure and oversight
department familiar with the costs, benefits and risks of nuclear
generator facilities vis-a-vis other electricity generating
alternatives, including the State's commitment to renewable
energy sources.

Furthermore, building the necessary regulatory, safety and
storage/disposal system to accompany a nuclear energy generator
facility in Hawai'i would require a significant investment of
money & personnel, and such an investment may be shown to be much
less cost-efficient and cost-effective than other energy options
compared on a life-cycle basis. Directing DBEDT to embark on a
permitting process that would presumably trigger such a capital
intensive investment seems particularly ill-advised when state
departments are being asked to reduce General Fund allocations by
20 to 30 percent. Consider these facts:

1. Nuclear waste remains an unresolved and costly component of
nuclear power. There is no long-term solution to safely
storing and reprocessing nuclear waste. Hawai'i would need
to either bury its nuclear waste deep underground or ship
it to the mainland US at considerable cost, and at the
minimum OHA would be deeply concerned about the economic
and cultural impacts of spent nuclear waste burial.

2. Based on recent PUC filings in other states, capital costs
of nuclear energy generating facilities are among the most
expensive options available, ranging from $4,500 to $6,500

1



per kW, for a total project cost of $12.1 billion to $17.5
billion. A clean coal electric power plant, by comparison,
would cost about $2.2 billion or $3,593 per kW, and the
natural gas and renewable energy options that OHA would
prefer are equivalent or better to clean coal on a life
cycle cost basis.

OHA urges the Committees to REJECT HB1. Thank you for the
opportunity to submit testimony.
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Testimony of
Madeleine Austin

Vice President, World Business Academy

House Committee on Energy and Environmental Protection
and Committee on Water, Land, & Ocean Resources

Thursday, January 29,2009, 10:00 a.m.
Conference Room 325

In opposition to H.B. 1, RELATING TO NUCLEAR ENERGY

Chair Morita, Chair Ito, and Members of the Committees:

The World Business Academy strongly oppo$es H.B. 1, which directs the Department of
Business, Economic Development and Tourism to develop a permitting process for nuclear
energy generation facilities in Hawaii. We oppose H.B. 1 for the following reasons:

1. Investing in nuclear energy undercuts our ability to solve our intertwined energy and
climate change crises and increases the risk of cancer, nuclear terrorism and proliferation,
and contamination from nuclear waste;

2. Nuclear power will not further the State's Hawaii Clean Energy Initiative, which calls
for 70% of our electricity to be generated from clean renewable sources such as renewables
and energy efficiency by 2030; and

3. The bill's mandate would make poor use of the State's limited resources. It is
conjectural at best whether a new nuclear facility could obtain the two-thirds majority of each
house of the state legislature required under the Hawaii Constitution. The permitting process
of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is itself in disarray and embroiled in litigation as
it struggles to deal with its first permit applications in 30 years for new nuclear power plants.
http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatchllicensing/licensingprocess1208.pdf The NRC has had
enormous organizational difficulties in light of the nationwide and worldwide shortage of
trained nuclear engineers.

I will elaborate only on selected points here. To provide more information, I attach two
articles that Rinaldo Brutoco, President of the World Business Academy, and I co-authored
last year: "The Nuclear Nemesis," which the American Bar Association published in Trends,
May/June 2008; and "The Nuclear Nemesis Redux," which the new European magazine,
CSR Forum International, published in December 2008. Both explain the problems with
nuclear power and why it is particularly ill-suited to the climate change era.

1
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• Cancer risks from routine operations of nuclear plants

Nuclear plants emit harmful radiation (strontium-90) during their routine operations. Many
studies show higher rates of cancer, especially of childhood and breast cancer, in those who
live near nuclear plants. Three recent studies confirm the older ones. For example, a
German study reported in December 2007 found increased cancer in children living within 50
km of reactors. For more information, see
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi on4156/is /ai n25391 068 and
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg19826570.700-no-to-nuclear-power.html

• Terrorism and proliferation

Nuclear power increases the risk of nuclear terrorism. The 9/11 Commission reported that the
lead pilot in the World Trade Center attack considered targeting the Indian Point nuclear plant
near New York City. Nucfear plant manufacturer General Electric and a German government
study both concluded that nuclear plants cannot withstand a direct hit by a 737 aircraft. Even
a direct hit by a much smaller corporate jet could wreak widespread devastation. Litigation is
pending, including by the state of New York, over the NRC's refusal to require U.S. nuclear
plants to be built to withstand an airliner attack. A February 2008 GAO report concluded that
U.S. nuclear research reactors are vulnerable to terrorist attacks.

The United States' nuclear power industry fans the interest of other countries in creating their
own nuclear power industry. Mohamed EIBaradei, the head of the UN International Atomic
Energy Agency and winner of the 2005 Nobel Peace Prize, has warned of the dangers of the
spread of nuclear power technology and the diversion of nuclear materials to make weapons.
He said, "countries that master uranium enrichment and plutonium separation become de
factor nuclear weapons-capable states." In October 2008, EIBaradei reported that there had
been 250 reports of theft of nuclear or radioactive material in the year ending in June. He has
said that enrichment and reprocessing technologies "could be the Achilles' heel of the nuclear
non-proliferation regime."

Advocates of nuclear power who point to the U.S. Navy's safety record with nuclear
submarines ignore the difference between a highly disciplined military culture and the far
different culture in many countries that have or plan to develop nuclear power technology.
We recommend comparing the list of countries that have nuclear power plants or are planning
to build them with those countries' rankings on Transparency International's Corruption
Perception Index. (We also note that the Air Force's own well-publicized difficulties keeping
track of U.S. nuclear materials has recently led to several high-level changes in command.)

• Nuclear waste

No country has found a way to permanently and safely store nuclear plants' high-level
radioactive waste, including plutonium, the key ingredient in nuclear weapons. The waste is

2
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piling up at nuclear plants and interim storage sites around the world, where it is vulnerable to
diving airplanes, explosives, and theft.

In October 2007, Dennis Spurgeon, DOE's Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Energy, said that
in order for nuclear to play "a substantial crucial role" in making a dent in carbon emissions,
"the problem of waste must be solved qUickly." (E&E News PM 10/29/07)

o Yucca Mt. "on life-support"

last year, Rep. David Hobson, R-Ohio, said, 'The nuclear waste repository at Yucca
Mountain is still on life support, and the department is ignoring the political realities in the
Senate and in the state of Nevada that can and will block any progress on the repository."
Senator Pete Domenici, R-N. Mex., said, "Yucca Mt. looks less and less like a credible
option."

Despite billions of dollars and 25 years of work on the science of the proposed Yucca Mt.
waste storage site, the Department of Energy has not yet filed the site license application.
New evidence shows that the Yucca Mt. site sits on or near an earthquake fault line, but DOE
still insists that the site has the most favorable geology in the United States for storing waste.
In February 2008, Nevada experienced an earthquake that measured 6.0 on the Richter
scale.

last year, DOE said that the scheduled 2017 opening of Yucca Mt. had been postponed at
least 18 months, and that if it opens in 2020, taxpayers will owe about $11 billion to utilities for
the pile-up of nuclear waste on their premises. Utilities claimed that the real number is over
$35 billion and at that point, DOE had already paid $342 million on the claim. The 2020
opening is almost inconceivable given the problems and the opposition in the U.S. Senate
and by the state of Nevada. The State of Nevada and others have sued to block Yucca Mt.,
and it is unlikely to ever open. In February 2008, Exelon CEO John Rowe said, "Deep down,
we all know Yucca Mt. isn't going to happen in any near-term time frame." (E&E News PM
2/12/08).

DOE has told Congress that unless it increases the Yucca Mt. waste limit from 77,000 to
135,000 metric tons, it will be full within two years of opening.

Civilian reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel is not the answer. Reprocessing eliminates some
but not all of the waste, and converts the remainder into weapons-grade material.

• The economics of nuclear power

Because nuclear energy is far more expensive than its competitors considering lifetime costs
(even without counting the unknowable costs of plant decommissioning and waste storage),
investment in nuclear energy buys less energy and displaces less coal per dollar spent.

3
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Between 1974 and 1982, nuclear power plants' history of cost overruns and construction
delays caused utilities to cancel over 130 orders for plants as Wall St. turned off the money.
This pattern of cost overruns and delays has continued, as with the Finnish plant now under
construction.

In comparing cost estimates, it is important to distinguish between the cost of nuclear power
produced by plants that are already built and paid-for, and the cost of nuclear power from new
plants under consideration. In calculating the cost of power from new nuclear plants, we
must distinguish between "overnight" cost estimates and those that include total capital costs.
"Overnight" cost estimates are based on "today's prices" and assume no cost increases or
cost of capital (as if the plant could be built "overnight.") Even apart from these distinctions,
several well-regarded studies that include projected costs of nuclear power are based on
significantly different assumptions, so comparisons among them are difficult.

Given the fact that costs for nuclear plants have been rising faster than costs for other coal
and other power plants, estimates have gone steadily up since a 2003 MIT study, "The Future
of Nuclear Power." According to the Union of Concerned Scientists, even the higher
estimates in the well-known 2007 report by the Keystone Center were too low because they
were based on flawed assumptions. The Keystone Center projected that the lifecycle costs
of power from a nuclear plant would be 8 to 11 cents/kWh, although that number could go
lower if taxpayers guaranteed 80% of the debt of new plants.

In October 2007, Moody's estimated that new plants would cost between $5000 and
$6000/kWh and said, "Moody's believes that many of the current expectations regarding new
nuclear generation are overly ambitious." Other estimates, including a 2009 study by Craig
Severance, "Business Risks and Costs of New Nuclear Power," places the cost at over
$10,000/kwh http://www.nirs.org/neconomics/nuclearcosts2009.pdf.) A recent article,
"Nuclear illusions," by World Business Academy Fellow Amory Lovins, head of the Rocky Mt.
Institute, contains a detailed analysis of the costs of nuclear power. Lovins said, "nuclear
power costs far more than its distributed competitors, so it buys far less coal displacement per
dollar than the competing investments it stymies."

o Taxpayer subsidies, including publicly-funded compensation for nuclear
accidents

It is hard to understand why taxpayers are willing to subsidize and limit the liability of an
industry that is afraid it may cause them so much damage that it cannot afford to pay for it.

Nuclear plants owners' and contractors' statutorily limited liability has been deemed
necessary to maintain the nuclear industry. The Price-Anderson Act limits liability to the public
for nuclear incidents. The Energy Policy Act of 2005 extended those liability caps through the
end of 2025. A July 2007 Congressional Research Report, "Nuclear Energy Policy," states:
"The Price-Anderson Act's limits on liability were crucial in establishing the commercial

4
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nuclear power industry in the 1950s.... Extension of the act was widely considered a
prerequisite for new nuclear reactor construction in the United States." (at p. 17)

A 2007 report by the Union of Concerned Scientists documents 47 incidents in which U.S.
reactors had to be shut down for at least a year for safety reasons over the last three
decades. Even if new reactor designs are safer, this track record is cause for concern,
especially because of the history of lax NRC regulatory oversight and the role of human error
and malfeasance in many of the safety problems.

Investors in the U.S. and elsewhere remain unwilling to invest in plants without millions of
dollars of various forms of taxpayer subsidies, including loan guarantees, and publicly-funded
insurance against NRC licensing delays. Statements by executives of nuclear power
companies are telling:

o Speaking of his company's plans to expand nuclear power, NRG Energy CEO
David Crane said that the nuclear power provisions in the Energy Policy Act of
2005 (which include loan guarantees, insurance covering delays in NRC permit
approvals, and limitations on liability for catastrophic accidents) were "the whole
reason we started down this path. tf it were not for the nuctear provisions in there,
we would not have even started developing this plan two years ago." MSNBC
1017/07)

o Unistar Nuclear Energy VP, speaking of the company's planned facility in Calvert
Cliff, Maryland, said that continued investment depended on the federal loan
guarantees. (Greenwire 2/6/08).

o Before the increase in federal loan guarantees for nuclear power, Constettation's
CEO Wa4lace said, "Without this criterion, we're sort of looking at a yeUow light."
(E&E Daily 12/4/07). A few months earlier, another Constellation company
representative said that without federal loan guarantees, the whole project would
be stymied. (Greenwire 9/5/07)

The nuclear industry and some advocates of nuclear power maintain that the so-called "4th

generation of nuclear plants" will be safer. However, these unproven technologies would
have the same barriers to rapid commercialization as older technologies, including the
worldwide shortage of manufacturing capacity and trained personnel. They are not expected
to be ready for commercialization before 2030 at the earliest.

• The French nuclear industry

Nuclear power provides 77% of France's electricity, but would be a mistake to use the French
nuclear industry as proof of the proposition that the nuclear industry has outgrown the need
for taxpayer substdtes or has overcome tts chaflenges, including public opposition and the
problem of long-term storage of nuclear waste. France, like the U.S., has no permanent
storage site for nuclear waste, and there is strong public opposition to building one in Bure. A
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2007 European Commission poll showed that 59% of the French were in favor of reducing the
amount of the country's nuclear power, and 82% totally agreed or tended to agree that "there
is no safe way of getting rid of high level radioactive waste."

For a thorough examination of the French nuclear industry, see the December 2008 report by
Mycle Schneider (consulting for Greens/EFA in the European Parliament), "Nuclear Power in
France: Beyond the Myth."
http://www.nirs.org/internationallwesterne/258614beyondmythfr.pdf

• Additional resources

For information about shortages of skilled nuclear workers and other key issues, see "The
World Nuclear Industry Status Report 2007," by Mycle Schneider, Paris, with contributions
from Antony Froggatt, London, (January 2008), commissioned by the Greens-EFA Group in
the European Parliament, http://www.greens-
efa.org/cms/topics/dokbin/206/206749.the world nuclear industry status report@en.pdf

For an assessment of nuclear power published by the conservative Council on Foreign
Relations, see "Nuclear Energy: Balancing Benefits and Risks," Charles D. Ferguson, CSR
No. 28, April 2007, Council on Foreign Relations, p. 15-16. "In the foreseeable future, nuclear
energy is not a major part of the solution to further countering global warming or energy
insecurity. Expanding nuclear energy use to make a relatively modest contribution to
combating climate change would require constructing nuclear plants at a rate so rapid as to
create shortages in building materials, training personnel, and safety controls."

Thank you for this opportunity to testify.
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The nuclear nemesis
By RINALDO S. BRUTOCO AND MADELEINE AUSTIN

N
uclear power is not the answer to our energy needs or the
climate change crisis. Nuclear power plants produce
more greenhouse gas emissions than wind, and certainly

fewer than coal, but that is not the issue. Building new nuclear
plants to try to reduce carbon emissions would irrevocably com
mit the world to a plutonium economy, increasing the risk of
nuclear proliferation and terrorism, cancer, and contamination
from nuclear waste.

New nuclear capacity cannot be added fast enough to signifi
cantly cut global carbon emissions. We need to take decisive
action during the next decade to avoid the planetary tipping
point described by NASA climate scientist James Hansen.
Trying to build new nuclear plants fast enough to replace aging
plants already past their design life while adding enough new
plants to increase capacity and make even a modest contribution
to combating climate change would compromise safety and cre
ate shortages in building materials and trained personnel.

Nuclear power's growth potential is inherently limited by the
industry's need for vast amounts of cooling water for both normal
operations and emergencies. As the planet warms, the population
grows, and droughts spread, nuclear plants will not be able to
obtain the water they need. Water levels in several lakes and rivers
used for cooling nuclear plants have already dropped to minimum
safety levels set by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Nuclear
plants in the United States and Europe had to ramp down or shut
down in recent summers after lakes and rivers became too shallow
or too wann. Additionally, nuclear plants' right to use and dis
charge water will face increasing legal challenges based on
impacts to species and ecosystems.

Nuclear plants will compete for increasingly scarce water
needed for drinking and agriculture. The current drought in the
southeastern United States, the site of many existing and pro
posed nuclear plants, has lead to water competition among
farmers, Atlanta households, Florida's fisheries, and Alabama's
Farley nuclear plant. At least thirty-six states will face water
shortages within five years.

Nuclear power raises serious security concems in terms of safe
ty and proliferation. The 9111 Commission Report disclosed that
Mohamed Atta, the lead pilot in the World Trade Center attack,
considered targeting the Indian Point nuclear facility near New
York City. Nuclear plant manufacturer General Electric and a
recent German government study concluded that nuclear plants
cannot withstand a direct hit by a 737 aircraft. A Consolidated
Edison study of the Indian Point plant concluded that an aircraft

hit could cause a core meltdown. Nuclear plants' high-level
nuclear waste is typically stored in fuel rod cooling pools in sepa
rate buildings adjacent to the reactor that are fifteen times more
vulnerable to explosives or diving airplanes than the containment
structure. Because of the lack of federal waste disposal facilities,
large quantities of highly radioactive spent fuel are stored at sixty
five reactor sites in thirty-one states.

No country has found a millennia-long way to permanently
and safely store plants' high-level radioactive waste, including
plutonium, the key ingredient in nuclear weapons. Decades and
billions of dollars later, the proposed Yucca Mountain waste stor
age site is no closer to opening and probably never will. Newevi
dence shows that an earthquake fault line runs right under it. The
Bush administration's proposed Global Nuclear Energy Partnership
would end the thirty-year ban on civilian reprocessing of spent
nuclear fuel, gravely increasing the risk of proliferation without
solving the waste storage problem. Reprocessing eliminates
some, but not all, of the waste and convelts the remainder into
weapons-grade material.

A growing body of published medical and scientific evidence
links federally permitted radiation releases from the normal
operation of nuclear power plants to increased cancer rates,
especially of childhood cancer and breast cancer. During normal
operation, every nuclear reactor in the world produces stron
tium-90 emissions at toxic levels.

From a business standpoint, nuclear power is a failure.
Between 1974 and 1982, utilities cancelled orders for over 100
nuclear power plants, many well under construction. Wall Street
rated nuclear power an unacceptably high risk and turned off the
money. Nuclear power's life cycle production costs per kilowatt
hour of electricity generated are several times that of coal, nat
ural gas, and wind-not including the unknown ultimate waste
disposal and decommissioning costs.

For now, despite safety and security lapses at nuclear plants,
massive taxpayer subsidies keep the idea of a nuclear renaissance
alive. In the long tern), even a carbon price through a carbon tax
or cap and trade system caJmot help nuclear power compete with
safer, cleaner, smaller, and more flexible distributed sources of
power. Nuclear power is a trap for the unwary and unwise.

Rinaldo S. Bru(oco isf(Jlfi!c/a and presiden; o(lhe H'irld
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The nuclear nemesis
By RINALDO S. BRUTOCO AND MADELEINE AUSTIN

Nuclear power is not the answer to our energy needs or the
climate change crisis. Nuclear power plants produce
more greenhouse gas emissions than wind, and certainly

fewer than coal, but that is not the issue. Building new nuclear
plants to try to reduce carbon emissions would irrevocably com
mit the world to a plutonium economy, increasing the risk of
nuclear proliferation and terrorism, cancer, and contamination
from nuclear waste.

New nuclear capacity cannot be added fast enough to signifi
cantly cut global carbon emissions. We need to take decisive
action during the next decade to avoid the planetary tipping
point described by NASA climate scientist James Hansen.
Trying to build new nuclear plants fast enough to replace aging
plants already past their design life while adding enough new
plants to increase capacity and make even a modest contribution
to combating climate change would compromise safety and cre
ate shortages in building materials and trained personnel.

Nuclear power's growth potential is inherently limited by the
industry's need for vast amounts of cooling water for both normal
operations and emergencies. As the planet warms, the population
grows, and droughts spread, nuclear plants will not be able to
obtain the water they need. Water levels in several lakes and rivers
used for cooling nuclear plants have already dropped to minimum
safety levels set by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Nuclear
plants in the United States and Europe had to ramp down or shut
down in recent summers after lakes and rivers became too shallow
or too walm. Additionally, nuclear plants' light to usc and dis
charge water will face increasing legal challenges based on
impacts to species and ecosystems.

Nuclear plants will compcte for increasingly scarce water
needed for drinking and agriculture. The current drought in the
southeastern Unitcd States, the site of many existing and pro
posed nuclear plants, has lead to water competition among
farmers, Atlanta households, Florida's fisheries, and Alabama's
Farley nuclear plant. At least thirty-six states will face water
shortages within five years.

Nuclear power raises serious security concerns in terms of safe
ty and proliferation. The 9/11 Commission Report disclosed that
Mohamed Atta, the lead pilot in the World Trade Center attack,
considered targeting the Indian Point nuclear facility near New
York City. Nuclear plant manufacturer General Electric and a
recent German government study concluded that nuclear plants
cannot withstand a direct hit by a 737 aircraft. A Consolidated
Edison study of the Indian Point plant concl uded that an aircraft

hit could cause a core meltdown. Nuclear plants' high-level
nuclear waste is typically stored in fuel rod cooling pools in sepa
rate buildings adjacent to the reactor that are fifteen times more
vulnerable to explosives or diving airplanes than the containment
structure. Because of the lack offederal waste disposal facilities,
large quantities of highly radioactive spent fuel are stored at sixty
five reactor sites in thirty-one states.

No country has found a millennia-long way to permanently
and safely store plants' high-level radioactive waste, including
plutonium, the key ingredient in nuclear weapons. Decades and
billions of dollars later, the proposed Yucca Mountain waste stor
age site is no closer to opening and probably never will. New evi
dence shows that an earthquake fault line runs right under it. The
Bush administration's proposed Global Nuclear Energy Partnership
would end the thirty-year ban on civilian reprocessing of spent
nuclear fuel, gravely increasing the risk of proliferation without
solving the waste storage problem. Reprocessing eliminates
some, but not all, of the waste and converts the remainder into
weapons-grade material.

A growing body of published medical and scientific evidence
links federally permitted radiation releases from the normal
operation of nuclear power plants to increased cancer rates,
especially of childhood cancer and breast cancer. During normal
operation, eve~y nuclear reactor in the world produces stron
tium-90 emissions at toxic levels.

From a business standpoint, nuclear power is a failure.
Between 1974 and 1982, utilities cancelled orders for over 100
nuclear power plants, many well under construction. Wall Street
rated nuclear power an unaceeptably high risk and turned off the
money. Nuclear power's life cycle production costs per kilowatt
hour of electricity generated arc several times that of coal, nat
ural gas, and wind-not including the unknown ultimate waste
disposal and decommissioning costs.

For now, despite safety and security lapses at nuclear plants,
massive taxpayer subsidies keep the idea of a nuclear renaissance
alive. In the long term. even a carbon price through a carbon tax
or cap and trade system cannot help nuclear power compete with
safer, cleaner, smaller, and more flexible distributed sources of
power. Nuclear power is a trap for the unwary and unwise.

Rinaldo S. Brutoco isjiJlfnJer and prnii/i'lii offhe i-ririd
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Nuclear power creates unaccept
able risks to our planet. Investing in
nuclear energy undercuts our ability
to solve our intertwined energy and
climate change crises and increases
the risk of cancer, nuclear terrorism
and proliferation, and contamination
from nuclear waste.

Greenwashing at its worst

The growing interest in nuclear energy
has been bolstered by the industry's
slick and well-financed public relations
campaigns that cast nuclear power
as a green technology. Often the
industry's media campaigns feature
statements by one of its paid lob
byists, Patrick Moore, wrongfully
described as a Greenpeace founder,
and the mainstream media buys the
greenwashing. A March 2007 piece,
"Moore Spin", reports that a Nexis
news database search "identified
302 news items about nuclear power
that cite Moore since April 2006" but
only 12% of them mentioned that he
was now on the payroll of the nuclear
industry's trade group, the Nuclear
Energy Institute.

The nuclear industry's touting of
nuclear plants as "emissions-free" is
particularly disingenuous given their
routine emissions of harmful radia
tion. A recent German study caps the
growing list of published medical and
scientific studies that link radiation
releases from the normal operation
of nuclear power plants to increased
cancer rates, especially of childhood
and breast cancer. During normal
operation, every nuclear reactor in
the world produces strontium-90
emissions at toxic levels. The danger
of nuclear plants' low-level radiation
is explained in the college textbook,
Profiles In Power (1997), by Rinaldo
Brutoco and Professor Jerry B. Brown,
and the Academy's newest book,
Freedom From Mid-East Oil (2007).

The myth of
cheap nuclear energy

According to climate scientist James
Hansen, we need to take decisive ac
tion during the next decade to avoid
a tipping point in climate change. This

can't be done with nuclear energy
partly because it is an abject economic
failure. As Academy Fellow Amory
Lovins explains in "The Nuclear illu
sion", "new nuclear power costs far
more than its distributed competitors,
so it buys far less coal displacement
per dollar than the competing invest
ments its stymies." As a result. "every
dollar invested in nuclear expansion
will worsen climate change by buying
less solution per dollar."
Nuclear power's life cycle production
costs per kilowatt hour of electric
ity generated are several times that
of coal, natural gas, and wind - not
including the unknown ultimate
waste disposal and decommissioning
costs. The nuclear industry creates the
misleading impression that electricity
from nuclear power is cheap by quot
ing only the costs to operate plants
that are already built and comparing
such costs with the cost to operate
and construct power plants that use
other energy sources.

As Lovins points out, cost comparisons
of various technologies should be
based on the "reallevelized cost (over
a lifetime appropriate for each tech
nology) per kilowatt-hour delivered to
the retail meter." On this basis, new
delivered nuclear power costs about 2
to 10 times more than equivalent firm
delivered power from "negawatts"
(electricity saved through efficiency
or better end-use) and micropower
(which includes both on-site genera
tion of electricity at the customer's
site, and all renewable power sources
other than big hydro plants). This cost
gap will continue to widen with or
without carbon taxes or emissions
trading schemes, and it would be even
wider today if all nuclear waste and
plant decommissioning costs could be
adequately factored in.

Nuclear power is particularly ill-suited
to the climate change era because of
nuclear power plants' need for vast
amounts of cooling water for both
normal operations and emergencies.
As the planet warms and droughts
spread, nuclear plants located any
where but on the ocean will compete
for increasingly scarce water needed
for drinking and agriculture and will

not be able to obtain the cooling
water they need. Nuclear plants in
the United States and Europe had to
ramp down or shut down in recent
summers after lakes and rivers be
came too shallow or too warm. Many
existing ocean coastal plants will be
threatened by rising sea levels.

The plethora of risks

Nuclear power increases the risk of
nuclear terrorism. The 9/11 Commis
sion reported that the lead pilot in the
World Trade Center attack considered
targeting the Indian Point nuclear
plant near New York City. A German
government study and nuclear plant
manufacturer General Electric both
concluded that nuclear plants can
not withstand a direct hit by a 737
aircraft. Even a direct hit by a much
smaller, rented private jet could cause
devastation. Litigation is pending to
decide whether U.S. nuclear plants
must be designed to withstand terror
ist attacks. The pools of spent nuclear
fuel often stored on site for lack of
permanent waste storage facilities
are even more vulnerable to terrorists
than the plants themselves.

No country has found a millennia-long
way to permanently and safely store
nuclear plants' high-level radioactive
waste, including plutonium, the key
ingredient in nuclear weapons. The
waste is piling up at nuclear plants
and interim storage sites around the
world, where it is vulnerable to div
ing airplanes, explosives, and theft.
The nuclear waste traffic between
Western Europe and Russia over the
last three decades has left Russia with
many thousands of tons of waste
stored in unsecure and unsafe condi
tions. Civilian reprocessing of spent
nuclear fuel is not the answer. Reproc
essing eliminates some but not all of
the waste, and converts the remainder
into weapons-grade material.

As Mohamed EIBaradei, the head of
the UN International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) and winner of the 2005
Nobel Peace Price, warned in October
2008, the more nuclear material there
is worldwide, the greater the risk some
of it will be diverted to make nuclear
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nuclear plants fast enough to replace
the many aging plants already past
their design life while adding enough
new plants to increase capacity.

As shown in "The World Nuclear In
dustry Status Report 2007," commis
sioned by the Greens in the European
Parliament, the nuclear industry's
ability to ramp up over the next few
years is seriously constrained by a lack
of manufacturing capacity and trained
personnel. An April 2007 report,
"Nuclear Energy," published by the
conservative U.S. Council on Foreign
Relations, concurred and added that
for nuclear power to ramp up fast
enough "to make a relatively modest
contribution to combating climate
change" would compromise safety
controls. The report concluded that
"in the foreseeable future, nuclear
energy is not a major part of the so
lution to ...global warming or energy
insecurity. "

General overview ofareas most affected by the radioactive contamination caused by the
Chernobyl nuclear plant NO.4 reactor's blast, 26 April 1986, the world's worst nuclear
accident of the 20th century (N.B. actual radiation patterns are affected by wind flow).

")0

weapons. "Countries that master
uranium enrichment and plutonium
separation become de facto nuclear
weapons-capable states," he said. He
has previously predicted that enrich
ment and reprocessing technologies
"could be the Achilles' heel of the
nuclear non-proliferation regime."

In October 2008, EIBaradei an
nounced that there were 250 reports
of stolen nuclear and radioactive
material in the year ending in June.
Much of the concern is with the
countries in the former Soviet Union.
China, hardly an expert in quality
control management, has agreed to
help build a nuclear power plant in
Pakistan, a country notorious for illicit
sales of nuclear material. Even Japan
and Great Britain have been unable
to keep track of their nuclear mate
rial and have lost enough to make
several bombs.
Nuclear power has not been viable
in any country in the world with
out some form of taxpayer subsidy.
Despite the subsidies and legal caps
on nuclear plants' liability for cata
strophic accidents, private capital has

shunned it and flocked to cleaner
and less risky sources of energy such
as wind, solar, and geothermal. It is
hard to understand why taxpayers
are willing to subsidize and limit the
liability of an industry that is afraid
it may cause them so much damage
that it cannot afford to pay for it. The
Chernobyl disaster and the near dis
aster at Three-Mile Island in the U.S.
show the real risk of such damage.
Despite technological improvements
in newer reactors, the list of safety
violations in every country's nuclear
plants continues to grow due to the
intractable problem of human error.
As Edward Teller, father of the H
bomb, said, "Sooner or later the fool
will prove greater than the proof even
in a foolproof system."

Nuclear power won't stop
climate change

In reality, nuclear energy's role in the
world is likely to shrink, not expand.
Nuclear power is not the ticket to en
ergy independence. Even if countries
want nuclear power, over the next
ten years the world cannot build new

Peter Bradford, a former member of
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission who participated in the
licensing of about 25 nuclear plants,
has described the limited future of
nuclear power even more bluntly.
Bradford said that those who say
things like nuclear energy can stop
global warming" are inviting you into
a dangerous lala land in which nuclear
power will be oversubsidized and
underscrutinized while other more
promising and more rapid responses
to climate change are neglected and
the greenhouse gases that they could
have averted continue to pollute the
skies at dangerous rates." He should
know. We should listen.

Contact

Rinaldo S. Brutoco,
Founder and President of the World Busi
ness Academy, co-author of Freedom From
Mid-East Oil (2007).
rinaldo@worldbusiness.org

Madeleine Austin,
Vice President of the World Business Aca
demy, member of the Hawaii Energy Policy
Forum.
madeleine@worldbusiness.org
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VIA FACSIMILE CARE OF HOUSE SGT-AT-ARMS 586-6401

HOUSE COMMITTEES ON ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AND WATER, LAND AND OCEAN RESOURCES:

Representative Hermina M. Morita., Chair; Denny Coffman, Vice Chair of the
Committee on Energy and Environmental Protection; and
Representative Ken Ito, Chair; Sharon E. Bar, Vice Chair of the Committee on
Water, Land and Ocean Resources.

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF HB 1; RELATING TO NUCLEAR ENERGY

Hearing Date:
Time:
Place:

Copies:

Thursday, January 29, 2009
W:OOAM
Conference Room 325
State Capitol
415 South Beretania Street
30

Chair Morita and Vice Chair Coffinan, Chair Ito and Vice Chair Har, and members ofthe
House Committee on Energy and Environmental Protection and the House Committee on
Water, Land and Ocean Resources.

1 am James Kuroiwa, Hawaii Director for the Alliance of Worker Freedom at P.O. Box 30783
Honolulu, HI 96820, and we work in close association \\-ith the Grassroot Institute of Hawaii
and the Alliance for Worker Freedom in Washington, DC.

We are testifying in strong support of House Bill 1 and its basic intent to move Hawaii into a
sustainable and environmentally pristine 21 Sf. century with the support of developing nuclear
energy facilities.

Hawaii's sustainability plan for 2050, of which I participated, must include the establishment
of nuclear energy for the generation ofclean, low cost, and a reliable source of electricity. At
the same time, Hawaii must continue the development ofother alternative energy sources that
are competitive towards the benefit all its citizens.

France, Japan, China, Saudi Arabia, Germany, Russia, United Kingdom, and some thirty-two
other countries are years ahead ofthe United States in the development and construction of
nuclear energy facilities. Michael R. Fox, Ph.D. a nuclear scientist has provided infonnation
that, "The Nuclear Energy Institute and the United Nations International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) as of September 2008 tracks 439 nuclear energy facilities in 31 countries."

France, Japan, Russia, and the United Kingdom have developed reprocessing facilities [or
spent nuclear rods for their reuse. An example is that the eventual waste from a 1,000 MW
plant is some 4 cubic meters of glass per year (the equivalent size of two picnic tables).
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The United States continues to face the unjustified fear factor that is disabling America's
research and development of nuclear energy for our sustainability. The u.s. Navy has
overcome that resistance at a great cost and continues to do research and development in the
nuclear energy arena. The Navy now installs nuclear energy units that perform safely for the
life ofthe ship and has eliminated the need for refueling.

Today, there are international company's that has developed "mini" units. The State of
Alaska has agreed to install a mini-unit, upon approval by the U.s. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, in the town of Galena manufactured by the Toshiba Corporation that would
prodUce clean, inexpensive electricity for 800 residents. The average family of four will be
saving some $250.00 to$300.00 of their present electric costs of$400.00 a month.

Hawaij has the opportunity to become a leader in standardizing nuclear energy facilities for
Island states and smaller population areas in generating safe, low cost, reliable, and non
polluting electrical energy.

The potential for economic expansion for Hawaii will becomes a reality through reducing our
dependence on fossil fuel to generate electric energy and lowering its cost. The availability of
electric power that is reliable and low cost could lead towards an affordable electric
automobile that further reduces Hawaii's dependence on fossil fuels.

We would recommend that the Committees amend the section limiting the nuclear energy
plant of200 MW by inserting the words '"to one thousand". The new sentence would read,
"Nuclear energy generation facility" or "facility" means a new nuclear fission power plant or
facility located in the State with the capacity to produce from nuclear fissile material at least
two hundred to one thousand megawatts ofelectricity.

Sincerely,

Q~/!i:::fJR.\..it:iDirector
The Alliance for Worker Freedom
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TESTIMONY IN VIGOROUS SUPPORT OF HBI

The House Committee on Energy and Environmental Protection
and

The House Committee on Water, Land and Ocean Resources

In Conference room 325 at 1000 on Thursday, 29 January 2009
EEPtestimony@Capitol.hawaii.gov.

Chairs and Respected Members of the Committees;

Hawaii is the most oil and coal dependant state in the union. We must, both for economic
reasons and also for our own security, diversify the generation of our electrical needs away from
imported sources of power. A tsunami, a shipping disaster or world political conditions, any of
these three, can on no notice at all cut off our ability to provide our state with the electricity that
we need to conduct the basic functions of our lives and our economy. Please support this bill,
HB 1, that will begin the long planning process towards making ourselves energy self-sufficient.

For those of you on the Environmental Protection Committee, the reduction of greenhouse gasses
alone is reason enough to support this bill. We also can rest assured that nuclear generation
technology has made much progress in the past forty years and is now one of the world's most
dependable and safe systems. We have approximately 6 to 8 nuclear generators in Pearl Harbor
at any given time. Each a bit larger than the latest bio-diesel powered plant recently built by
HECO. The emissions are zero and the refueling interval is more than twenty years. Should you
be worried about site security, I suggest we begin now the long process to lease space inside the
military reservation for the location of our plant. This will provide, at very low cost to the
taxpayers, the finest security available anywhere in the world.

Respectfully,

Reg White
Vp, project development
Star of Honolulu Tours and Events
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HOUSE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY & ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON WATER, LAND, & OCEAN RESOURCES

January 29,2009, 10:00 A.M.

(Testimony is 1 page long)

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO HB 1

Chair Morita, Chair Ito, and members of the Committees:

The Sierra Club, Hawai'i Chapter, with 5500 dues paying members statewide, firmly
opposes HB 1, which directs the Department of Business, Economic, Development,
and Tourism to develop a permitting process for nuclear energy generation facilities
in Hawai'i.

HB 1 puts the cart before the horse. It moves directly to permitting, construction, and
operation of nuclear reactors without first ensuring:

(1) Development of adequate policies to curb energy over-use;

(2) Resolution of the significant safety problems inherent in reactor
operation, disposal of spent fuels, and possible diversion of nuclear materials capable
of use in weapons manufacture; and

(3) Establishment of adequate regulatory machinery to guarantee adherence
to the foregoing conditions.

Moreover, requiring DBEDT to pursue permitting of nuclear reactors also takes
attention and valuable resources away from other efforts to develop renewable energy
resources. Considering the large community support -- from both the public and
private sector -- for renewable energy development, it is an unnecessary distraction to
allow any further consideration of this bill.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

':) Recycled Content Robert D. Harris, Director
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HOUSE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY & ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON WATER, LAND, & OCEAN RESOURCES

January 29th
, 2008,10:00 A.M.

Room 325

(Testimony is 2 pages long)

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO HB 1

Chairs Morita and Ito and members of the committees:

The Blue Planet Foundation is opposed to House Bill 1, allowing nuclear fission power
generating plants to operate in Hawai'i.

Given our small islands and diverse indigenous resources, nuclear power just doesn't make
sense for Hawaii. Even in a perfect world free of accidents, nuclear's environmental, financial,
logistical, and opportunity costs are simply too high.

Today, splitting atoms for energy is by no means clean. The mining, production, and disposal of
nuclear fuel is messy and energy intensive. The dual threats of accidents and persistent
radioactive waste make it difficult for nuclear power to pencil out economically. That's one
reason the nuclear industry enjoys a vast subsidy through a taxpayer-backed liability cap. No
one wants to own that risk, so the public gets to hold the bag.

Logistically, nuclear is the wrong technology for Hawaii. Siting such a facility would be nearly
impossible, and the required emergency zone surrounding the plant would occupy a significant
portion of any island. For example, a nuclear power plant at Kahe along the Waianae coast (an
area explored earlier for a nuclear facility) would require a safety zone that covers not only the
Waianae coast but also the Ewa plain and a portion of Pearl City (see image on page 2 of this
testimony). In 2002, Congress expanded the radius of the emergency zone to up to 20 miles
(Section 127 of the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of
2002). According to the law, the state would be required to provide potassium iodide tablets to
individuals living within this area.

Further what the island rely on for power when the nuclear facility has to go offline for
maintenance and refueling? The backup capacity necessary would obviate the need for the
nuclear facility.

Recent blackouts are demonstrating that big power plants and big transmission lines are
vulnerable; whereas distributed and diverse energy sources make our power grid more robust
against Mother Nature's whims. Hawaii's constitution wisely requires that any proposed fission
power plant first receive approval by at least two-thirds of both houses of the state legislature.

The bottom line is we don't need nuclear. We can do much better for Hawaii.

Jeff Mikulina, executive director • jeff@blueplaneffoundation.org
55 Merchant Street 17th Floor • Honolulu. Hawai'l 96813 • 808-954-6142 • blueplanetfoundation.org



We are blessed with a host of clean energy resources, from wind to solar to ocean energy. So
ample, in fact, is solar power that each rooftop statewide receives an average of about 15
gallons of gasoline equivalent in the form of sunlight daily. We are the Saudi Arabia of sun-and
of wind and ocean energy, for that matter. Let's choose to tap these safe, sensible, clean,
decentralized, and indigenous sources of energy to power our economy.

Hawaii's only safe nuclear option is located 93 million miles away-the sun. Let's keep it there.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.



LIFE OF THE LAND
76 North King Street, Suite 203

Honolulu, Hawai'i 96817
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Committee on Energy & Environmental Protection
Rep. Hermina Morita, Chair
Rep. Denny Coffman, Vice Chair

Committee on Water, Land and Ocean Resources
Rep. Ken Ito, Chair
Rep. Sharon Har, Vice Chair

Thursday, January 29, 2008
10:00 A.M.
Room 325
STRONG OPPOSITION TO HB 1 - NUCLEAR POWER

Aloha Chairs Morita and Ito and Members of the Committees:

My name is Kat Brady and I am the Assistant Executive Director of Life of the Land, Hawai-i's
own energy, environmental and community action group advocating for the people and -aina
for almost four decades. Our mission is to preserve and protect the life of the land through
sound energy and land use policies and to promote open government through research,
education, advocacy and, when necessary, litigation.

HB 1 directs the department of business, economic, development, and tourism to develop a
permitting process for nuclear energy generation facilities in Hawai'i.

Life of the Land is in strong opposition to this measure. We are stunned that Hawai-i, with an
abundance of indigenous resources on every island for energy self-reliance, would even
consider such an idea. That we would even entertain such an idea is mind-boggling.

Life of the Land was the only group in Hawai-i to support the people of Nevada in opposing the
Yucca Mountain disposal site. Sen. Harry Reid wrote us a letter thanking us for taking a stand
against the site.

In 2003, an interdisciplinary MIT faculty group decided to study the future of nuclear power
because of a belief that this technology is an important option for the United States and the
world to meet future energy needs without emitting carbon dioxide and other atmospheric
pollutants. Other options include increased efficiency, renewables, and carbon sequestration,
and all may be needed for a successful greenhouse gas management strategy. This study,
addressed to government, industry, and academic leaders, discusses the interrelated
technical, economic, environmental, and political challenges facing a significant increase in
global nuclear power utilization over the next half century and what might be done to
overcome those challenges.



The study is called The Future of Nuclear Power and can be accessed at:
http://web.mit.edu/nuclearpowerIpdf/nuclearpower-summary.pdf

The study found that for an expansion of nuclear power to succeed, four critical problems
must be overcome:

1. Cost. In deregulated markets, nuclear power is not now cost competitive with coal and
natural gas. However, plausible reductions by industry in capital cost, operation and
maintenance costs, and construction time could reduce the gap. Carbon emission
credits, if enacted by government, can give nuclear power a cost advantage.

2. Safety. Modern reactor designs can achieve a very low risk of serious accidents, but
"best practices" in construction and operation are essential. We know little about the
safety of the overall fuel cycle, beyond reactor operation.

3. Waste. Geological disposal is technically feasible but execution is yet to be
demonstrated or certain. A convincing case has not been made that the long-term waste
management benefits of advanced, closed fuel cycles involving reprocessing of spent fuel
are outweighed by the short-term risks and costs. Improvement in the open, once
through fuel cycle may offer waste management benefits as large as those claimed for
the more expensive closed fuel cycles.

4. Proliferation. The current international safeguards regime is inadequate to meet the
security challenges of the expanded nuclear deployment contemplated in the global
growth scenario. The reprocessing system now used in Europe, Japan, and Russia that
involves separation and recycling of plutonium presents unwarranted proliferation
risks.

In summary, the prospects for nuclear energy as an option are limited, the report finds, by
four unresolved problems: high relative costs; perceived adverse safety, environmental, and
health effects; potential security risks stemming from proliferation; and unresolved challenges
in long-term management of nuclear wastes.

Another reason why nuclear power will not work in Hawai'i is the 'economies of scale'
argument. Our island environment is not suited for electricity generated from nuclear power.

In 1978 a provision was added to the Hawai-i State Constitution banning nuclear power. We
thank the insightful people who recommended this amendment and thank the people of
Hawai'i for supporting this common-sense clause. We are aware that there is a bill to remove
this clause from our Constitution, and we strongly oppose that bill as well.

Just for a minute, think about tourist brochures promoting a nuclear Hawai-i. Wouldn't that
just make folks want to visit!

Let's use the abundant resources we have to produce all the electricity we need and stop
fooling around with ideas that threaten public safety, promote centralized power, and get us
stuck in the status quo.

Mahalo for this opportunity to testify.
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Hawaii State Legislature
25th Session

Committee on Energy and En-viromnenlAlPtotection
Conunittee on Water, Land and Ocean Resources

TESTIMONY
January 29, 2009

H. B. # 1 - Relative to Nuclear Energy
Testimony of Alan S. Lloyd) P.E.

My natne is Alan S. Lloyd. I am testifying as a private citizen. I am a Licensed
Professional Engineer. For 13 years I sold Westinghouse Power Equipment, including steam
turbine generators, to our sugar plantations and to the electric utilities in Hawaii. For 30 years I
worked for the· Maw Electric company and the Hawaiian Electric Company. I retired in 1996.

I would like to commend Representatives Mark Takai and Scott Nishimoto for
introducing this Bill. as well as the Committee on Energy and Environmental Protection and the
Committee on Water. Land and Ck.1ean Resources for holding this hearing.

I am very much in favor of the widest possible use of nuclear energy for our nation
because the cost of nuclear fuel is only about one cent per kwh compared to coal at tlu'ee to six
cents per kwh and oil at sixteen cents per kwh at about $100 per barrel of oil or about eight cents
per kwh with residual fuel oil at $50 per barrel.

Secondly, a nuclear power plant emits no carbon dioxide 10 the a.tmosphere and its
radioactive emissions are similar to those from many coal· rued power plants.

Everybody on earth is exposed to radiation from the sun, space and minerals in the soil.
For example, a. resident of Hawaii could double his natural background radioactive dose by
simply moving to Denver or increase this natural radiation dose by about 50 times by m.oving to
certain river ddltas in Brazil or India. In this contex~ it is interesting to note that the very healthy
crews of jet airliners receive an annual radioactive occupational dose that is 3 to 5 times higher
than Hawaii'So natural background radiation. (There is no such thing as a radiation free
environment.) In addition, our nation's 104 nuclear power plant reactors have never killed
anybody and nobody W8S injured at Three Mile Island.

There are thl."ee kinds ofpower plants:

Pi§patchable Base Load [including steam turbine generators~ slow speed diesel
engines. combined cycle gas turbines (all burning fossil fuels), geothermal and
mWlicipal waste power plants, ocean thermal energy conversion (OlEC) and
nuclear power plants]
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,Dispatchable Peaking or Intennediate Load [including gas turbines, high speed
;diesel engines and hydroelectric power plants with reservoirs.]

Non~Dispatchable [including ron--of-the-river hydroelectric power plants, wind
turbines, solar-photovoltaic systems and ocean wave power systems]

Dispatqhable means the power plants can be started up at any time and can J>e set to nul

at the power level required to meet the utility· customers' load. The only renewable·energy
electric generators that meet that requirement in Hawaii are Puna Geothennal Ventures on the
Big Island and some small hydro electric plants on Kauai and the Big Island.

The annual electric system peaks in Hawaii occur right after sunset and often on light
wind days. Wlhile wind turbines and solar photovoltaic systems can produce useful amounts of
electric energy. they cannot be dq>ended upon to keep the lights on and maintain a $teadv system
frequency duritlg the utility system's evening peak load period.

The noorfossil fuel generators capable of reliably meeting the evening peak megawatt
demand in Hawaii include combustion turbines, steam turbines or diesel engines consuming a
non-fossil fuel. a goothermal power plant, an OTEC plant, a pump=stoage hydro~elvct:rW plsmt
and a nuclear DOWer plant. .

Hopefully, our utilities will be able to find an economical site for a pum,ped-storage
hydro-electric power plant and obtain the necessary State and County approvals to build it.

With 400 MW of wind power on Lanai, a large amount ofelectric energy could be stored
in the pump stmage plants' upper reservoir during early morning hours from wind farms, from
H-Power or from a nuclear or OTEC power plant. With all that stored electric energy available
for use durin3 the day and the evening· peak, the use· of imported fossil fuels and carbon
emissions will be minimized.

At the present time, the smallest nuclear power plant licensed for use in the U.S. is far too
large to be integrated into an interoolUlected Oahu~MauiCounty transmission system. The
largest generator that the Oahu system can handle is the existing 200 MW coal fired steam
turbine. The smallest nuclear unit presently available for a U.S. installation is about 1000 MW.

There are several manufacturers that are developing designs fur much smalleJ: nuclear
generating units. (See attached data on the proposed Hyperion 25 MW ~ign) Accordingly,
your comroittete should keep abreast of these developments.

Frankly, nuclear powers' main competitors for a future base load generator in Hawaii will
probably be Ocean Thermal Energy· Conversion (OTEC) Power Plants or possibly large
conventional generators burning non-fossil fuels. Both QTEC and nuclear have relatively high
capital costs and very low operating costs. If OTEC works out to be a dependable and steady

2
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source of reasonably priced base load electric ·energyt··nuclear may not be needed in Hawaii.
However, it is very important that the State keep its optiorts open in this regard.

It is also very important that the legislature remember that it· takes about one fifth of a
kilowatt hour of electric energy to produce one dollar of Hawaii Gross State Produce (GSP).
Adjusted for jDflation~ that ratio has remained at that genetallevel since the 1970's. Thus, the
electric utiliti~ must be given the opportunity to . install the most economical base load
g,enerators that will pay their own way.

Thank you very much for introducing H.B. No.1 and for requesting testimony on
nuclear power;s role in our economy. There are about 440 nuclear plants operating throughout
the world including 104 in the U.S., 58 in France (generating 80% of that nation's electric
energy), and $3 plants in Japan. The world's largest nuclear generating unit is currently under
construction in Finland.

The U.S. cunently gets about 49% of its kilowatt hoUl's ofelectric energy from coal, 22%
from natural gas, 20% from uranium 6% from hydro-electric and 3% from everything else
including oil.

The Jatlumy 12th edition of Barronis includes an article (attached) that notes that 17
applicants have begWl the approval process to build 26 new nuclear power plants in the U.S.,
even though t.be federal government has nofyet decided how it is going to store or re-process the
spent fuel. Because of the relatively small volumes ihvo)ved, the industry does have a very good
alternative by storing the spent fuel rods in concrete dry casks at or near the power plant sites.

In conclusion~ I have also included. an article from the April 21, 2008 edition of
Newsweek covering an interview with Patrick Moore, a co~founder of Greenpeace. In response
to the reporter's question Mr. Moore stated, "Other than hydrQ..electric which I also favor,
nuclear is the only technology besides fossil fuels that is available as a large scale continuo\l8
power source."

With respect to the proposed revisions to Chapter 196 of Hawaii, Revised Statutes, I
would suggest that the last underlined paragraph on Page 3 be amended to clearly state that
where the facility located in the State will be capable of producing at least 200 megawatts,
individual gentrating units l@ted less than 200 megawatts oou1d be installed as needed.

In addition, I would suggest that· Sub-paragraph (. c) on Page 3 also call for the
Department to seek input from the Hawaiian Electric co, and·@12prQpriate consulting engineerina
~ .

Again, thank you for the opportunity 10 testify on this important matter.

3
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Once th~ object of widespread fear, new nuclear-power plants look like
the future of dean energy. How to profit from the trend-tight now.

The Blossoming ofNuclear Power
by Robin Goldwyn Blumenthal

PAGE:005 R=100%
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U.S. N",c1ear Capacity Additions
At Existing facilities (2000-2011 ~
(in ME!9"Wl)tt~) .

'00

Plans are afoot to build 26 nuclear
plants. No new plants have been
built in the U.S. f.or 30 years.'

nJJi"; V.~. !;'!TAND~ A1' Al'IVO'T'AL MOMENT
for the advancement of nlld~ar energy,

President-elect Baraek Obama haS
put forth' a goal to reduce carbon
emissions in theF.S. by 80% by
20150, u&ing $150 billion OVHr 10 years

. t,o create a' "elean-energ-y" future. Nu
clear planta are the' biggest produc
ers of energJ' that dOC!'l1't emit any
greenhouse gases..

"Nuclear power i8 in ,1 renais
Hance," Bays Tom N~~ff, a physicist and
reaeal"ch affiliate at MIT's Center for
Tntermttional Studies. Tn fact, 17 appli
cant.... :,u-e ~eeking' !1;ovp.rnm(!nt ap
proval to build 2f) nuclp.ar pJant....;, meet
in~ a Dec. ~~1 dea.dline fur federal tax
crenit;." and potenLially ~:ndin?:' a
~O-.vear hiatus in the C'O]1!-1U'uction of
new U.S. nuke facilities,

That acids up to a big investment
opportlmity. ~~ven if it tak(~s 10 years'
for the first of the new crop to. be
built-a distinct p()!;<;ibility-~om0. of.
the power companies opN'ating the 104
existing nud(:ar plant..;; look tempting
right now. Their st,()(!kH al'e cheap and
their competitive adVl~nt,agesare many.

They, have .lower costs than rivals :$uch a8 {~oal-fjred

.' facilities, plltting them in a better position to rid(~ out the
rece~sion. They'll come out much better than the compe
tition if Ii carbon tax is imposed. And they're better-pre
pared for the long haul in the new era of nuclear power.
. "Owning cOTTJpMies that already own nuclear is the
sweet,apdt for investing in utilities," f',ay~ Mark f"inn,

- .........-----......----- 6.000 utilitieaanslyst a.t T. Rowe Price.: =::~iew II .·.Judith·Saryan, portfolio manager of Eaton Vance
:<.t Approved 111:1

1
1' ... -..• 4,000.. DiVidend Builder Fund (EVTM.X), which ha." 30% of

the pQrtfolio in high~yielding ~leetric utilities and tele-
. ~':jI ~. 2.00.,.o. cOIJlII1unications stocks, says integrated utilities like Ex~
~: . . . .. '- elon (ticker: EXC), the biggest nuclear-power genl:'.ra
;U. . 0 .'. tor in the ll.S., ~nd Entergy (ETR), NO.2 in nukes,

'06 'os '10 operat~W'ith great efficiency. The fund owns both.
SQUrco:Nuclt., R<II',ljIio'Y <f'}",,><~n NewQrleam;-ha..<;ed Entergy, with a market capjta.li~.9.-

tion of $15.7 billion, trades for a modest 11 times 2009
····~a.rnii1g1' estimates of $7.50 a share. Hilliard Lyons has a
. 12-mohth'pric:e tNget of $100, or 26% abo:ve the recent
. stock price of$RO. The stock I." down :W~ in the past 12

months.
J. Wayut!. I...~\."w.l'~j. BlIkl·g.,y'" eBO, ',"h" brQught

the. company back from the bril'lJt when he joined 10
years ago, Bay8 Entergy delivered the highest l()tal
silareholder retllrn-414.3%-of any eompany in it5

FAX: 8082617064
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Low-Cost f:nergy
Stocks of leadirJg nuetaar·energy p/ayef$ got their «ghtl<; pllndled out in
the past 'year, butcould 5tat eumblng even ~5 thE! rect~s$i()O til'1gers..

Yes, concel'n$ have cropped up about
the cost.'! of huilding new plants, with
MIne estimates putting them at five
times the cost of building natural-gas
pl:mt5. Yet the Nuclear Energy Institute,
the industry trade group. maint<t;nlj that
the capital C05(;s become competitive due

,to nuclear plants' lower operating costs
llerf'.US .. gas producers' costs. What'3
more, cost comparisons with other type!:!
ofenergy producers dpn't reflect ,lny ben
efit that nuclear operators might see
from carbon credits.

"~ven Warren Buffett got into t.he act
laet fall, with Berkshire Hathaway'e, Mid
AtnE.'rkan Energy Holdings investing
$1 billion in Const~lIation Energy
Group (CEG), which ha(> extensive nu
clear operations, and proposing to pay
$26.f)O a share in cash for the Baltimore
company before looing out to France's
Electricite de Franc.e (EDF.France). It
is paying $4.5 billion to buy half of Con
stellation's nuclear~generation asset..,.

, E:xelon, meanwhile, haa made an all
stock offer totaling about $6 billion, for
NRG Energy (NRG), which last Septem
b~r became the first company to file for a
permit in the new round of construction
proposals. .,
" "I have seen a ~ell- change III publIc
a.l:c;~ptance of nuclear power," says

. Slocum Hollis. "People have seen it for
35 years now, and It·S woumg:' ~Jlt:!

. says. And perhaps mos~ irnpor~ant: '~it
ha.sa lot of jobs assocla.ted WIth It In
many communities.".

nucledr energy several years ago. He
cites data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Stat.i::;ticl'\, and notes that a Columbia Uni
ver~ity ~tudy published in 2004. whkh
followed 54,000 nuclear-plat1t workers for
15 years, found that t.hey had f~lwer can
cen>, le~s di..,ease and lived lon~er than
the average person.

Notwithstanding the itlcre(l.<;ed diffi-
. .. culty of obtaining fina.ncin~ sin(:e the

credit crisis erupted, Cambridge Energy
Research ,A.s;;ociates has €!'>timatcd that
th~ potential for world-wide invel'ltment

. , in clean energy, of which nuclear genera
. ' tion is the focal point, will reach $7 tril

lion in )'€<J.! 2007 dollars by 2030.
""If you honestly believe that green~

hou~e gas ia the seminal issue of the day,
a$\\:orld population and economic growth
cOI\tinue to expand, so will the need for
el~ctric capacity," says Sheila Slocum Hol
lis, a partner at the Wa.o;hington Ja.w tltIn
of Duane Morris who speciaHzes in en
,ergy law. "Whether to power eledric 'Vehi
cles or for general manuf'acturinFr needs,
ultimately people are. looking toward nu
clear as the big power source."
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Market PIE 1~-Mo Dividend
Vaiutl (bil) . 'O~I!: Change Yield

._~~----_._------_._..__...~_.~-

CQmpany/Tic:ker
I

indut:;t.ry for the nine y~ars ended Det. ;n. ii)07.; ,
Moreover, E:n,tergy has· articulated'~ ~oal' of' ~edoc-'

iug its carb(),(J emission to 20% below itt; :WOO level','
b.y the end 'of' thi6 decade. The company; whose.
!lperatin~ eatnin.gs rOBe 22% in 2007 to $5.76' iJ,'
~ha.re! is expected to earn $6.60 a share for 2008,
h)~: above tl1~! current price.' ' ',', "

Chicago-bllt'cd l';xelon. down H6% in the past. '}2
n1(mt.h~, is rated Outperform hYM}},cquari~,which l)~:.1
price target of $82 on the shares, l'iOme 47(f(, ah(lv(~their;

cur'nmt price tJf 54. The company ~C(l,~ ~!al'tljng}:of $4 to
.$4~~O a share In 2009, about flat ~ith 2C1Ox. That means
the l\tocl< trades for about '13 tim~~8 rlClxt .vem·'l'eal·njn~

and ykld:; (l ~ft.V 3.8%.
Exclon, wi~h 17 plantB. il'l "cht~ap l'('!atin:' to,) fntul'(j

~;~~h flowf," Il<iyl'i Giant Tabel; H vil-p .I1J"(!Mjd(~lll and
il.ntl.ly~t at, We~twood Holdin~!' Group i.t! .J);\!J<Ul. HQ
aJ.:lO· Ijk~-; SO)Jthern Co. (SO), an. in1.t\l.'1·i1t~:d utility
With nudear ~lower and a sto('k thHI hjl.~ hl]]<"Il, just
I~% in Uw I)ll.<;l 12 n1011th£;. &)I~l,hf!rll h":,, ''\:''~l~yl()w

rd;lt.iv1;~ (~<:l)l1()lllic~ I:lemltivit,y." Tal1tw :,a.\':-I. With :\ ..,.it\ld
elf lW«l.r)y f>it;." ITaher. callI> it a "bV/ld pn I).,'y." 1hal. hlU'i ..
r'elahvety hijrh return (,III eqltity ;[111\ g-o\ld l·datiQn·
~hip~ wit.h re~ulator::;. . '

Nudear energy has been gaining .t.!'l'tllHul al'.!;at~ty .
fl'ars h;1ve es.::wd. EXl:'lon and l,lthf'l" olJ(:I'atm'~ navea(}- .
dr\?t~~ed the problem of nUcleal'-w.a:o;1t'di"rHll-i;~LwH.h.
"dl'y-ea~k :-;t/)rage"-high~tech l>eah',(l ('ontajm!l,~that

t.hey ktJcp on their sites. Due to innllVa~i(l'l~ Iikl'\th<lt.•
many ofth~ safety coocerl'lt; that lil"()He an ~I' a('cid~n~ at
Tht'ee Mile Island in Pe.nnsylvaniu in uml i1nd <;h(~rn()

byJ in Ukraine (tOen part of the Soviet. l rIlion) in 19~fj

h:iv¢ eaaed..
"It's safer :to work in a nucle8t p1<ml i.hauit i!; In

real c~tate," saY5 Patrick Moore, a scj~!nt.i~t. &t')(1 rvund
ing member of Gl'oonpeaee who bp,g';')'l"1 :4HJlporting

Erltergy/ETR $15.7 11,1 ,:;1<1% 3.6%
._---~ .__ .. _...._..- ..... ,.,--_.

E~IDf\/EXC 36.4 13.1 ·36 3.8
-----_.~. ._--_.._~~.__ .- . ; ._----
Soutne.rn/S9 27.6 14.5 .1:2 4:7.·-_ _-~- -- -_.. -_._-- -.._-- _.-
lJoke E-.nergY/U\)1\ 19.::1 lZ.Z· .~~ . '.',.0

'-~-----:---:-=---'---'_....'~' -'--._'
ConstellatlOR/C!::G 5.3 5.9 .75 7.2

.-~----"".----._.".- -_ --'-
FPL Broup/FPL 20,9 12.5 ·29 3.5
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Important Energy Facts

Learn about Clean
Energy Technologv
thafs Available Today I

Clean and Safe Energy 
CASEnetgy web site:
www.t;I~filosafeenerQV Qrg

Terrestriel Energy: How NuClear
Energy WIll Lead the Green
Revolution af'd End America's
Energy Odyssey
~ IIVIIli9m Tucl(er.
www terres1rialenergx oW.
~

Power to Save the Wodd The
Tryth $QUI Nuclear Energy
- by Gwyneth Cr:;lvens.

8,,1 ~udllar llO\IIel provlde~ (JV ill

20 !'6r(l;!!ll'of 1M eleoltlel!y
(l,"",,'a'~d in lhl'l U S

P{J; ~rO\-ldWg Ia,~ ;llTlOlIfotS QI

IIIlor1aoill eloClOCllV ,,:>r
~Otl\~·~bc·llldu~. no
"lIctnalivjl it aa:~\l 83 nucloor
ll(\w\:'r

Sign up here for Updates on
Hyperion Power Gene~lItion

Email Address;

P' 0v.,illO by "'Ill>!. ,olaf &
gr:ot'mJTYV1!

~~ce It. Nuke9 Are the Most
Climate-Frlefldly lndustnal
$c:<lle Form of Energy ... from
the late$t IS500 of JttJBSl
Magat;j0e!

Nuclear EMrgy lfl5t~uta web
site' www,nei org

American Nuet~r Society web
5ite: w'!f:1i QOS QrQ

A Brlanter TomQrrow' EylfBl![lg
!be Promise of Nuclaar Ene(~Y
- by senator Pete V.
DO"OeniCl

It Safe
the most COI'1trolled liInd
regVl:Jl!e<l type of power on the
olanet

fI Reliabt$.
Available 24 f7 rain or &hine.
windy or calm

f/ Affordablll
~he cheapest in terms of <Jollars
& envl'onment~lI impact

. _._--._.- .------ '+"'-+1:1L---

... could ever bEl provid&d in a small comPact energ)' module that can be tran!;pOl'ted by truck, r311
Of snip to remote location~ wherever reliElbfe eledticily and heat for CO/TVTIVnili~sand indUStry is
heeded?

Now It 181 Introduclllg ttJe Hyperion Power Module (HPG.

.....~ i:~ :

Clean, Safe, Affordable Power
Where you need it, When you need it.

:Vhlo would I'tave thought tnat ttle benefits of genet'3t1ng e1ectl1Oty from huge nude~rpower p1ant5...

'II Clean
no gretll1house gases to
ccntribJte to Climate change

Hyperion on CNN and BBC TV
!l2id Vou catch Hyparian on tbe aee~ov. 9. or CNNQn Nov. 107

think About It:
~lob91 wClrming. Dependerll::a on IoffiJi(Jf1 Oil. InfrastructUle vulnerable te natural and m/Jnmade
c,afastrophes. Un(Jr/"'1<9~1e w9tO'T, poverty di~ase, s=isluNest:

lthese increasingly serious prcibiemscan only be SOlved by finding solutions to lhB wer.expanding
tlnergy Grisi&.

News Archive

Late9tNews

Hyperlcm's CEO Gnzz Oeal to
speak at Project GCl'€D
Americs's 'United We Stand"
conference in Washington. D.C.

",,,periOD at International Atomio
Enemy Mency conference in
llIe.OOa Sept. 29 - Oet.3, 2008

Technology Development
Award preseO!$d to Hypel1Of1
Power Ger>eralion ... Qmilli
~.

NEllo!ema!ional Uranium FYeI
~ to hear Hyperlon CEO
John Grin Peal spesK OCl,ab&r
19-22, 2008 In Oenver. co.

Johl" Grizz Deal to present
Hvoerion at [)ow Jones
Yet1WWlre AEIC Alternative
EDefQV Innovatigns CQQfe~rg::

October 21·~2, 2008 in
Redwood City, CA ... and attne
Nlltionlll Renewllble Energy
labOratory'S (NREl) 21 st
Industry Growth Conference,
OetClt>er 28-30 in benver, CO.

Inventor Or. OtIs (Pete)
PelCrson presenting Hyperlon'S
Compact Self-Regulating
Nuclear Reactor at~
68§in N\lcl$i!r CQl'j1'§fWce in
AomQl1 Japan

Hyperlon presented at~
~lilgj~1 in the Rockies
Conference Sept. 9-11, at Suo
Valley Resort. to.

Hyperlon's Oeborllh Blackwell
:oPf'aking at t!lC U S Womeo j'l
Nudear 2008 conference in
Charlotte, NC July ~1, :W08.

Hyperion CEO John GrizZ De31
presenting Hyp~rion'9Gleiln and
!lafe power altematlve at
PennWetl·s OJ! Semis 8. HQilvy
Qil MeMO/ogles GQnfereOQe in
Calgary. Alberta. Cl'lnl'lda July
15,2008.

FO( many good reasona an inteoral ~'t of the new miX Of energy technologIes thlIt will btl~ to
solve t!lese problems is NIJClear. Wind. solsr, gsotherm3l - all available tecl1nologia5 are lmportllnt
and wi" have their plece in Ihe ultimiilte wlution to our giOOal energy problem. But the worl</'lOfse l!l
going to be niJCIear. (See kYti~ l)UCl8<u;1

http://WWW.hyperionpowergeneratiQn.com/
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free, affordable: energy - was only available from large, expensive rludear power plants that took 10
years or more lb build. And, many locabort$ that COuld have benefited from nudear power were not
appropriate - ihe land was not available or the population was not large enough to warrant a huge
power plant

Invented at the famed Los Alamos National laboratory. Hyperion small modular power reactors make
all the benefits 'of safe, clean nuclear power availabfe for remote locations. For both industrial and
community applications. Hyperion offers reliable en~rgy with: no greenhouse gas emissions. Hyperion
power is also cheaper than fossil fuels and. when you consider the cost of land and materials, watt to
watt, Hyperion'$ innovative energy technology is even more affordable than many developing
"alternative" energy technologies.

Small enough to be transported on a ship. trud< or train, Hyperion power modules are about the size
of a "hot tub" - approximately 1.5 meters wide. Out of sight and safe from nefarious threats. Hyperion
power modules are buried far underground and guarded by a security detail. Like a power battery,
Hyperion modules have no moving parts to wear down, and are delivered factory sealed. They are
never opened on site. Even If one were compromlsed, the material inside would not be appropriate for
proliferation purt>oses. Further, due to the unique, yet proven science upon which this new technology
is based, it is impossible for the module to go supercritical, "melt down" or create any type of
emergency situation, If opened. U1e very small amount of fuel that is enclosed would immediately cool.
The waste prodlUced after five years of operation is approximately the size of a softball and is a good
candidate for fUel recycling.

Perfect for mocterately~sizedprojects. Hyperion produces only 25 MWe~ enough to provide
electricity for about 20.000 average American sized homes or its industrial equivalent. Ganged or
teamed together. the modules can produce even more consistent energy for larger projects.

The Hyperion t~am is aommitted to helping make the clean and safe benefits of nuclear pO'Ner 
benefits that could assist in solving the worst of our planet's problems - available in even the most
remote locations. We hope you will enjoy learning·about Hyperion through our web site!
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'THE FU:TURI; OF ENER.GY ," '.:- ' .' .' " ,.

vVhy he says they're wrong to
view nuclear energy as 'evil'

ARenegade
Against
Greenpeace

much, <\nd ~o(,lr \.'()Sls 10 lillws ;IS 111\1('11

What about th0 Issue of nuclear waste?
As i!l now p/;\nll~'.d.l'd(:~tablish ,I j't'l'\'

dj'~g industr), Ii)!' nuck;ll"/i"d. ",hid; fl'.

duces the am()lll1t ofwil/;h' to k:-;s lh;lII I(

percent ()£what it would be without rc('y
ding. How many Am(~ricanskno\\ thai 5
percent ofthc I1lldi.'.;l.1' Cllel'g~' bl;ing pro·
duced in t11(: U.S. is no\\' (:oJlling- trllrn di.·
mand(xi Russian ntld(~ar ......~(rll('ads? 'I'll\'
environnl~ntallHOVCl11cnt i ~ Kvint{ Oil

about how ten-ibl~ it .....ill be if SVl1)N1Ill:

does something destructive with thcst~

material:;. Well, actlla.lly the 0PfX~sit'" i~

o(;~l).rt·inwall QVI;;'- the ~"orld.lwopk·a fl.:
ul>ing former nudc.u-w(:a.p~msm.ll:eri<ll
for peaceful purpOC'"cs-swords into plow
share.<;. Thi:> constant p:upag,~I)daa!>oul
the <;:Q$t (If Ihlde... r energy-- thafs jusl :ill:

tivist<: looking (oJ: the righ.t huttons to
push, and oneof U}<: key blltton~ to push I

to nlake consumers afraid ellal their (;lct~

tricity pdce$ VIiI! go up ifnucle.ar energy~
built. In faet, it's natural gas that is caus
ing lenergy] p.-iees to go up.
Don't you worry about prollt'$ratlon?
You do not ll~-ed a nuclear reactOr to (l\a~

a nudeat weapoll. With centrifuge toch
nology. it is far easier, quicker and chea.p·
er to make a nuclear weapon by enrichi "!
u~iumdir-octly, No nuclear rea<:tQrw~
inv(lived in making the Hiroshima bomb
You'll neve.. change the fact that !here arC
e'Vi.l people in the world. The; most death'
in corobat in the last 20 years have !lOt

been caused by nuclear weapons or car
bomb!> Ot rifles or land mines or auy of
the usual suspects. but the machete. And
yet the mllChete is the most important
tool for farmen; in the developing wodd.
Hundreds ofmillions ofpeople USe it to
clear their land, to cut their firewood an6
harvest their crops. Banning the machetii
is not an option_
AN you optimIlOUo that there wtn be an ag
gres5lVllJ move ioward nuclear power In the
industrial world, and In ~tlc..lar In the
United Stales!'
There are 32 nudes' pla,nts on the draw
ing boards right now. Last year four ap
plied for their licenses and this year we
expect 10 Or 11 mote. That's just in the
United States_ There are hundreds ofnu..
deaJ: plants on the dFa-wingbo~
aroWld the wodd. This.s a.oornpletely
new thing: the term "'nuclear ren<J.is
SlU\ce" didn't exist tlu:ee years ago, and
now it's a vvideJy known tenn. Unfortu
nately, the enVironmenu:.t movement nOw
is the primary obstacle here. ffit weren't
for their opposition to nuclear enel"gY,
there would be a lot fewer coal-fired pow.
er plauUi ill UtI;; U ••'t..,.:\ 6to,too o.nd oth.or

parts ofthe world today.

time? Wind can playa minor role in re
ducing the amount offossil fuelt:iwe use,
because you Clln tum the fossil fuels off
when the wind is blowing_ And solar is
ooropletely ridiculous. 11)e cost is so
high - California's $.':\.2 billion in solar
subsidies iii aUjust going into Silicon Val
ley companies and (:o..~sulta.nts. It's
ridiculous.
A number of aoalyses S81 that nuclear
ponr"n't cost competlUw, ..d that wfth
out gov.emment .ldJllldies. th....'. no ....
marketrorlt.,
That's simplynot true.. Where the massive
government suln,idies are is in wind and
solar. [ know that Fran<;e, which produces
80 percent ofits e1ectritity with nuclear,

'Gas costs three
times as much as
nuolear, at least
.~. Solar costs
10 times as muoh.'

does not have high enexgy costs. Sweden.
wblch produce$ SO percentof
its .energy with nnclear and 50 percent
with hydro, ha,s very reasonable:: energy
costs. I know that the costofproduction
ofelectricity aro.ong the 104 nuclear
plants operating in the Unit:£d Staf:e$ is
1.68 ocnts per kilowatt-hour. That's not
including the capital costs. but the cost
ofproduction ofelectricity from nuclear
i$ very low, and competitivewith dirty
coal. Gas costs three times as milch as
nuclear, at least \Vind costs five times as

P
./\.TRICK: MOORE rSA CRJ'fIC OFTHE J:j;NVJ;~()Ntd.~NI'ALMOVI£M liNT-AN

. ~mlik.dyone at that He was one Qfthe:: cofounders ofGl'eenpeaoe, and sailed
mto the Aleutian Islands on~ organization's inaugural missic:m in 1971, ttl
,protest U.S. nuclear tes~ taking plaNe:: there. Me( leading thegroup for l5 years
he left almj.ptly, and, in a controversial reversal, has become an ou~pokenadvo-

catf'; ofoorne ofthe epvironmental movement's most detested causes, chiefamong them
nuclear ~nergy. NEv.lsWEEK's Famed Zakaria spoke to Mooreabout his sparring with the
green m<Nemeut, and why he thinks nuclear power is the enetgy ofthe future. Excerpts:

ZAKARIA: At Gt'eenpe.c:e. yOu fought against
nuclear energy. Wha~ changedP
MOORE: My belief, i11l retl'Qspect., is that
bcoJ.use we were so focused on the de
structive aspect ofnuclear technology
and nuclear war, welmade. the mistake of
lumping nuclear l:I1ctrgy in with nuclear
weapons, as ifall things nuclear WCR:~I.

.And indee-d today, Greenpeacestill uses
the '\NOrd "c:v-il" to dc$cribe nuclear energy
I think tha.t's as big 2l mistakeas ifyPU

lumped nuclear me4cine in with nuclear
weapons. Nuclear mooicine uses radioac
tive isotopes to su~fuJlytreat n:illlions
ofpeople evelY year, pmd thO/lC iBOtopeS
<'ire allprodu~ in n~clear reactors:
That's wby r left G~npeace:1could See
that my fdlow diRctbrs, none ofwbom
had.any science edu<:lltlon, were starting

,to deal with issues ~und chemicals and
biology andgenetiC$ ,Iwhich they had no
futm.9l training in, ~lld they were taking
theo£gaJili;ation intolwhat I call "pop en
vironmentalism,"wh~ch uses sensational
ism. m.isin1:QJ:TO,ation,lfear tactics, et;(:., to
deal. 'With people on an emotiona11evcl
rather than an inteJlettuallevet .
Why do you favor nuel4.... 8nero orer other
nOl'l-(llU'bon-bued 1I01Ir0e8 Of_rgyP
Other than hydroelecbic enetgy~whicb I
aloo stl'Ongly supportt-nudear is the only
technology besides, f<JISSil fuels available as
a large-scale continuous power source,
and I mean one you elm relyon to be run
ning 24 hours a day,~nd~ a wtlCk.
'Wind and solar energf are intennittent
and thus unreliable, lfow can you run
hospitals an.d fa.et:oriel:l and schools and
even a house on an eldlCtricity supply that
disaflpe.ars fur three or four days at a

42 NEWSWEEK' ~rRIL 21, 2008
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"A Far More Critical I.sue"
The article by Neil C. Livingstone

in the Februa.ry issue of Sea Power
raised critical issue5 rela~ed to the il
legal trafficking in sensitive nuclear
materials that appears t() be taking
place in Eastern Europe and the Mid
dle East. However, his discussion of
tbe cargo of the Akat$u!a Maru, the
ship carrying reprocessed plutonium
from France back to Japan. requires
clarification with respect to the dif
ference between "reactor-grade" and
"weapons'-grade" plutonium and ura
nium. The vadous grades of these two
fissionable elements depend on the
percentage of the "fissile" isotopes
contained in a given con$ignment of
uranium or plutonium. The following
table lists the app:roximate U-23S or
fissile content (enrichment) ofthe var
ious grades of uranium:

Depleted uranium tailings 0,2%
Natural uranium 0.7%
Reactor grade

(commercial fuel) 3% or 4%
Weapons-grade

uranium Over 90%
The grade or enrichment of urani

um is controlled by how liluch of the
U-238 is removed during the isotopic
separation process. Fissile plutonium
Pu~239 is produced as a result of ura
nium U-238 capturing and retaining a
neutron. PU-239 also can capture a
neutron and become PU-Z40. which is
not fissile and is a neutron emitter.
The proportion of Pu-240 is deter
mined by bow long the Huel rod re
mains in the reactor. This Pu-24Q con
tent determines whether or not the
plutonium is suitable for weapons
use. For this reason, weapons-grade
plutonium was produced in dedicated
production reactors like the N ~eactor

at Hanford, where the rods remained
in the reactor for relatively short pe
oods. As a result, th~ Pu-240 content
was kept to an absolute minim\lm. By
comparison. the fuel rods in modern

8

light water reactor power plants. such
as those in Japan, remain in the reac
tor for three to five years. During this
period the content of the l'1,l-Z40 can
bUild up to as much as 30 percent. The
following table indicates the various
plutonium isotopes that build up in the
spent fuel in commercial po~c:r plant
reactors, The indicated Pu-240 con
centration is typical for reaclor-grade
plutonium. .

Pu-239 58%
Pu-240 24%
Pu-241 13%
£'1,1-242 $%

Because of a phenomenon called
predetonation, this bigb Pu-240 con
tent renders reactor-grade plutonium
unsuitable for practical nuclear weap
ons use. However, this reactor-grade
plutonium is perfectly satisfactory for
enriching fresh fuel for conventional
nuclear power plants and is particu
larly desirable for use in breeder re
actors_ The Akatsuki Maru was in fact
returning the reactor-grade plutonium
that had been sepam.ted from the
spent fuel of Japan's nuclear power
plants. The U.S. Committee: of Ener
gy Awareness estimates the PU-240
content of the Akalsuki Maru's cargo
at between ~ 1 and z:z percent. This
policy of utilizing· recovered pll,ltoni
urn from spent fuel i!5 a· spectacular
example of recycling valuable resoUrC
es. For example, one ton of reactor
grade pll,ltonium should produce about
the same amount of electricity as tip·
proximately 3,000,000 tons of coal or
12,000,000 barrels of oil. As noted in
Mr. Livingstone's article, the critical
issue is the control of weapons-grade
fissionable materials.. This is particup

larly true for highly enriched uranium.
The 11 Januat'y 1993 issue of AviQtioli
Wuek lind SpU('l! TucHnology reports
that the Russians have about son tons
of weapons-grade uranium (and about
96 tOnS of weapons-grade plutonium)
that will become available from dis-

Mr. Alan S Uoyd
383 Kaelepulu Dl1ve Apt. B
KaIlI)Q, HI 96734 ;
PU., ...1f F',AlC gOB z' '·10G.Jf

mantling their nuclear weapons. This
extremely sensitive material has been
offered for sale to the West. Because
uranium-type bombs are relatively
easy to fabricate, this uranium must be
acquired as quickJy as possible, dilut·
ed to reactor·gra.de enrichment levels.
and consumed as power-plant fuel.
The prompt dilution and consumption
of this Russian weapons-grade mate
rial is l.\ far more critical il!>sue than
commercial reactor-grade material be
ing retl,lmed to Japan by the Akatsuki
Maru,

Alan S. Lloyd
Kailua, Hawaii

Mr, Livingstone replies:
1 thank Mr. Lloyd fot taking the

time to write. Ur{orlunati::ly, I relied
on newspaper articles which were in
correct in referring to the Akatsuki
Maruis cargo: however.lshould have
been alert enough to draw the. distinc
tion between weapons and non-weap
OnS grade plutonium. I am in his debt
for his clear and concise explanation
of the differenc:e. between the two.
-Neil C. Livingstone.

Announcement
BrltanislMonuny Documentary: The
production company Au Large de
L 'Eden is working on ao hour-long
documeotafy for French television on
the American ocean liner Britanis
which served during World War II as
a troop and weapons carrier. The
company would like to interview
Navy officers or crewmembers whQ
served aboard the MonterI!)' (as it was
called during the war) or its sister
ships Mariposa and Lurline. Anyone
with information on the ship, its crew,
or an existing division association
may write to: A.u Large de L 'Eden.
c/o Telc-Europe. 50 rue Croix des
Petits Champs. 75002 Paris, France,
Qr call Stephanie Mingasson at 0-11
33-1-44-58-18-52, or fax 0-11-33-1
40-15-92-25.

SEA POWBR I JUNE 1993
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TO: Rep. Heremina Morita, Chair
Rep. Denny Coffman, Vice-chair
and Members
Energy and Environmental Protection Committee
Hawaij State House of Representatives

Re: HB 1 Nuclear Energy

I urge your support of this bill. Examples of successful use of nuclear energy are abundant
world wide. It is essential that HawaII become energy independent, and this would be a fast,
dean way to achieve that goal.

Thank you for your consderation.

Shirley Hasenyager
235 Kuuhoa Place
Kailua HI 96734-2734
262-5069
shir'eyinhi@laol.com

January 2.7, 2009
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Gwen F. Ilaban
76-6182 Alii Drive
KaiJua~Kona, HI 96740
808.329.1912

Committee on Energy & Environmental Protection
Committee on Water, Land & Ocean Resources
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2009
Time: 10:00 a.m.
Place: Conference Room 325
HBl
5 copies (including an original)

I strongly oppose this bill.

The legislature should reconsider using nuclear energy as an alternative to fossil
fuels. Nuclear energy is known to have safety problems and the issue with disposing
ofnuclear waste is mon umental.

As an island state, we don't need to deal with those issues. The resources of solar,
wind and ocean are endless. It would behoove the state legislature to consider
using those natural resources rather than uranium to power up a nuclear generation
facility within our state. Directing the department of business, economic
development, and tourism to develop proposed legislation and rules to establish the
permitting process for the construction and operation ofa nuclear generation
facility is a waste of the taxpayer's moneys.

Mahala nui loa for your time. Please consider opposing this bill.

Aloha,

~ ~'~aAr\
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tom macdonald [tjmacdonald@earthlink.net]
Monday, January 26, 2009 2:33 PM
EEPtestimony
TESTIMONY IN FAVOR OF H.B. 1: RELATING TO NUCLEAR ENERGY
Beauty shot_2.JPG

TESTIMONY OF TOM MACDONALD ON HB I RELATING TO NUCLEAR ENERGY

tjmacdonald@earthlink.net 234-e2I8 46-428 Holokaa St., Kaneohe 96744

I AM TESTIFYING IN FAVOR OF THIS BILL WHICH WOULD START THE PROCESS OF BRINGING SAFE, CLEAN,
RENEWABLE NUCLEAR POWER TO HAWAII.

I AM NOT AN ENGINEER, BUT I HAVE HAD SOME CONNECTION WITH NUCLEAR POWER THRU MY BROTHER, WHO
SPENT OVER Ie YEARS AS A REACTOR OPERATOR ON THE NUCLEAR SUBMARINE USS THOMAS A EDISON. HE
WENT ON TO A CAREER IN CIVILIAN LIFE AS A REACTOR OPERATOR AT THE MAINE YANKEE NUCLEAR PLANT
IN NEW ENGLAND, AS AN INSTRUCTOR IN TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR REACTOR OPERATORS, AND AS A REACTOR
OPERATOR AT THE SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR PLANT IN SAN DIEGO.

I WAS ABLE TO VISIT THE SAN DIEGO PLANT AND SEE FIRST HAND HOW SUCH PLANTS OPERATE AND THE
INTENSE SECURITY THEY ARE SUBJECT TO. FOR SEVERAL YEARS I HAVE FOLLOWED THE DEVELOPMENT OF
NUCLEAR POWER IN OTHER STATES AND IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

I WILL LEAVE TESTIMONY ON THE TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES OF NUCLEAR POWER FOR HAWAII TO THOSE MORE
TECHNICALLY KNOWLEDGEABLE THAN I AM.

YOU WILL DEFINITELY RECEIVE INTENSE OPPOSITION TO THIS BILL FROM ENVIRONMENTAL ADVOCATES AND
OTHERS. YOU SHOULD BE AWARE, HOWEVER, THAT IN A REAL BREAKTHROUGH STATEMENT, THE
ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND AND THE WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE NOW TALK FAVORABLY ABOUT NUCLEAR
POWER AS ONE WAY OF SLOWING GLOBAL WARMING: NUCLEAR PLANTS EMIT ZERO CARBON DIOXIDE. THEY
EMIT ONLY WATER VAPOR. AS A RESULT, VERMONT, ONE OF THE "GREENEST" STATES IN THE U.S.,
GENERATES OVER 7e % OF ITS ELECTRICITY IN NUCLEAR PLANTS.

ONE OF THE MAIN REASONS THAT HECO HAS GIVEN FOR NOT GOING NUCLEAR IS THAT THE FEDS WILL
PERMIT ONLY PLANTS 6ee MEGAWATTS OR BIGGER, WHICH WOULD CAUSE "BACKUP" PROBLEMS IF A PLANT
OF THAT SIZE WERE TO FAIL, SINCE HAWAII CAN NOT CALL ON TEMPORARYEMERGENCY POWER BACKUP FROM
ADJOINING STATES, AS MANY MAINLAND STATES CAN. BUT NOW THE U.S. NATIONAL LABORATORY AT LOS
ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO, HAS LICENSED THE HYPERION COMPANY TO PRODUCE SELF-CONTAINED 25 MEGAWATT
REACTOR PLANTS THAT CAN SUPPLY Ie,eee HOUSEHOLDS FOR 7 TO Ie YEARS BEFORE REQUIRING REFUELING
THEY EXPECT TO PRODUCE ELECTRICITY FOR Ie CENTS A KILOWATT HOUR. THE COST PER PLANT WILL BE
$25 MILlON, OR ONLY $25e PER HOUSEHOLD SERVED. THESE WOULD BE IDEAL FOR NEIGHBOR ISLAND OR
RURAL OAHU USE.

AND A NEW ULTRA-SAFE 2ee MW REACTOR, CALLED A PEBBLE BED REACTOR, DESIGNED AND SUPERVISED
FROM THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, IS ABOUT TO START A PILOT RUN IN SOUTH
AFRICA. SO SIZE IS NO LONGER A VALID ARGUMENT AGAINST NUCLEAR POWER HERE. \

YOU WILL ALSO HEAR THAT NUCLEAR POWER IS TOO EXPENSIVE. NUCLEAR PLANTS DO COST ABOUT TWICE
AS MUCH TO BUILD AS COAL-POWERED PLANTS. BUT THEN THE SAVINGS ON FUEL AND OPERATION KICK IN.
EXELON, A CHICAGO UTILITY COMPANY, CURRENTLY OPERATES 17 NUCLEAR REACTORS QUITE PROFITABLY.
THE NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE REPORTS THAT IN 2ee7,THE NUCLEAR GENERATING COST WAS ONLY 1.76
CENTS PER KILOWATT-HOUR.

1



FINALLY, YOU WILL HEAR THAT NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL IS A BIG PROBLEM. THAT PROBLEM CAN BE
SOLVED BY A STROKE OF THE PRESIDENT'S PEN ON A BILL REPEALING JIMMY CARTER'S PROHIBITION ON
RECYCLING SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL. FRANCE, WHICH PRODUCES OVER 8e % OF ITS ELECTRICITY IN NUCLEAR
PLANTS, RECYCLES ITS FUEL AND STORES ALL ITS WASTE IN ONE ROOM IN LE HAVRE.

NOT ONLY DOES NUCLEAR POWER MAKE ECONOMIC SENSE FOR HAWAII, BUT OAHU HAS AN IDEAL LOCATION
FOR A NUCLEAR PLANT: THE FORMER NAVAL AIR STATION AT BARBERS POINT:
****IT HAS ACCESS TO SEAWATER FOR REACTOR COOLING ****IT IS IN AN ALREADY INDUSTRIAL AREA,
CLOSE TO EXISTING HECO TRANSMISSION FACILITIES ****IT IS DOWNWIND FROM MAJOR POPULATION
CENTERS ****IT CONTAINS LARGE TRACTS OF UNUSED OR UNDERUSED LAND THAT IS UNDER GOVERNMENT
CONTROL

I AM ATTACHING A PHOTO , PROVIDED BY THE NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE, OF WHAT A PLANT COULD LOOK
LIKE AT BARBERS POINT. THE N.E.I. WEBSITE-WWW.NEI.ORG-IS A MAJOR SOURCE OF RELIABLE
INFORMATION ON NUCLEAR POWER.

IN CONCLUSION, NUCLEAR POWER IS AN IDEAL, TRIED AND PROVEN, POWER SOURCE READY TO BE ADDED TO
THE RENEWABLES SUITABLE FOR USE IN HAWAII.
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EEPtestimony

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bob Arthurs [bobarthurs@earthlink.net]
Wednesday, January 28, 2009 1:53 PM
EEPtestimony
For Nuclear Power

"Green" countries have used nuclear power successfully for decades. It is time in Hawaii for
common sense to become more common.

Please allow it to happen.

Respectfully submitted J

Robert Arthurs
PO Box 409
Kurtistown J HI 96760

1
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Honorable Representative Hermina Morita
Energy & Environment Protection Committee Chair

Honorable Representative Ken Ito
Water Land & Ocean Resources Committee Chair

FAX NO. 808 852 8361 P. 01

RE: HB 1 - relating to Nuclear Energy permitting process by DBEDT
IN SUPPORT

Honorable Chairs Morita & Ito and members of the Committees:

I am Daisy Murai. a resident of Kapahulu and have previously testified to the State's Public Utilities
Commission regarding a Hawaiian Electric Company's (HEeO) project a few years ago. There were 2
island-wide blackout incidents (OCtober 6, 2006 Eanhquake & December 26. 200& Lightening) in which
most of Oahu residents & business were without electrical power and both were due to acts of nature. The
HEeO sub-station power generators shut down automatically to pcevent further damages to the generators
and it took hours and even to the following day to restore power to all it's Oahu custolt1ers.

HECO keeps mentioning that they are looking into alternative energy sources such as wind, !>olar, geo
thermo. nuclear and other sources of energy besides its dependency of fossil fuels used to generate electrical
power, but very little changes have been done to use alternative energy sources. Some Oahu residents are
driving hybrid cars. which does not solely depend of gasoline for fuel, others are u.c;ing solar panels to heat
their water and convert to electricity or even use generators as their power sources.

I understand. if and when the City's Rail Transit is in operation, the Transit tracks and trams will be
powered by electrical power from HECO. If this happens, how will HECO be able to power the entire
island of Oahu just by continuing to rely entire on fossil fuellechnology. This should be the time 1.0 stan
thinking of using Nuclear Energy as another power source. If the Medical profession is Cllready working
with a form of nuclear power such as Ultrasound, MRI and others on its patie::nts. the do~s used must be
safe. It makes sense to start with nuclear power technology. much research. testing and improvements must
have been done since the 3 Mile Island project. I request that the power plant should not be constructed on
important Agricultural or Conservation lands, nor in highly densely populated areas.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak in FAVOR of HB I.

Daisy Murai
3039 Kaunaoa Street
Honolulu, HI 96815
Dated: January 28, 2009

fAX;5g~ 1iP () ?
Date: January 29, 2009 (Thursday)
Time: 10:00 am
Place: Conference Room 325


